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This publication represents the frrst in a series of occasional papers to be 
published by the Office of Academic Affairs, North Texas State University. 
The series will highlight issues and topics of current public interest. The 
papers in the series will seek to bring insight to controversial issues, foster 
dialogue and discussion, and contribute generally to solving problems con
sidered vital within the state of Texas. 
The initial paper is authored by Dr. James F. Muro, Dean of the College of 
Education, North Texas State University. Dr. Muro leads one of the coun
try's largest and most highly respected education units. Dr. Muro's leader
ship has helped foster the Meadows Scholars' Program, an innovative 
educational venture at North Texas State University aimed at tackling the 
issues of teacher training and quality education. He has testified before the 
Governor's Select Committee on Education and in the current paper offers a 
useful outlook on the subject of merit pay fo~ teachers. 



Introduction 

MERIT PAY FOR TEACHERS 
A REVIEW 

In most societies, the acquisition of money is a symbol of success. The present supply as 
well as the quality of public school teachers in the United States is directly related to the 
salaries that are paid to teachers as compensation for services rendered. How much to pay 
teachers for their services, who should be given merit pay, and how a pay plan should be 
administered are the focal points of an issue that promises to promote debate in the forth
coming presidential election. 

In schools, pay typically is thought of as a reward for performing a number of functions 
that contribute to student learning. It is a primary reward that is used to help teachers feel 
satisfied with their work, motivate them, gain their commitment to a school or school 
district, and keep them in the system. The impact of pay upon job satisfaction, motivation, 
and commitment basically is psychological, and pay, therefore, may affect attitudes, behav
ior and the quality of education that children receive. 

At least three recent reports on public school education, including the report of the Na
tional Commission on Excellence in Education, have endorsed the concept of merit pay for 
teachers. In addition, a proposal to create a Master Teacher Program was developed by 
Tennessee Governor Lamar Alexander; a merit pay proposal also was endorsed by President 
Reagan in several recent speeches. 

As one might expect, however, merit pay proposals, including the Alexander plan, have 
not found universal favor among teacher groups, although the National Education Associa
tion and The American Federation of Teachers have reacted to recent plans with more 
openness than they have displayed in the past. 

The concept of merit pay is not a new idea in public school education. In fact, School 
Superintendent Frank E. Spaulding initiated a merit program in the school of Newton, 
Mass. in 1904. For years many colleges and universities have rewarded professors on the 
basis of some form of merit pay plan. 

Teacher Salaries: A Recent History 
Attempts to avoid deficit spending or increased taxation have caused legislators in many 

states to reduce funding for public education. Moreover, the taxpaying public, disenchanted 
by continued reports of the poor quality of schools, repeatedly has thwarted attempts to 
increase property taxes, a primary source of school support. Because salaries of instructional 
staff account for nearly 65 percent of total public school costs, this trend has caused class
room teachers and public school administrators to be concerned. There is growing pressure 
for staff reductions, larger classes and a pay system that does not reward poor student 
performance. 

During the ten-year period between 1969-70 and 1979-80, the average salary of the 
nation's teachers increased by $7,366, or 6.3 percent per year, compounded and based on 
the 1969-70 average of $8,635. If we estimate an average increase in the consumer price 
index of 8 percent a year (also compounded) for the same period, the annual decrease in 
purchasing power for teachers is 1.7 percent per year, or a decrease of 17 percent for the 
decade. In 1969 dollars, this amounts to $7,167 for a loss of $1,468 in purchasing power. 
Regional salary differences also exist. The average teacher salary in the Great Lakes region 
is $16,624; in New England $16,296; in the Mideast $17,987; in the Southwest $14,076; in 
the Rocky Mountains $15,226, and in the Far West $18,678. In the Southwest region, 
Texas ($14,000) ranks below Arizona ($15,835) and ahead of New Mexico ($13,915) and 
Oklahoma ($13,210). 

As is frequently the case, averages conceal a large amount of variation. For example, 
teachers in Oak Park, III., earn $8,000 more than other Illinois teachers, and a teacher in 
Cobb County, Ga. receives $5,000 less than a teacher in Atlanta (Ornstein, 1980). 

While future projections are difficult to determine because of the uncertainties of the 
economy and taxpayer attitudes, the average salary nationally for teachers in 1983 will be 
approximately $23,100; by 1990 it will be approximately $31,300. Whether or not these 
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salaries will correspond to a middle-class budget will depend on the future rate of inflation. 
While there has been a drop in the rate of inflation during the past year, one can predict that 
future teacher salaries, on the average, will fall below the intermediate budget level for a 
family of four. 

These data and the projections pose a grave threat to the teaching profession in that they 
may affect entry standards, job performance and teacher morale. The bleak prospects create 
pressure on teacher organizations to resort to strikes for improved salaries. Strikes, in turn, 
cause enmity between teachers and the public. For colleges of education, these conditions 
may mean that fewer students, especially the academically talented, will seek careers in 
teaching (Ornstein, 1980). 

Academic Talent and the Teaching Profession 
Questions related to academic ability and its relationship to teaching effectiveness have 

long been a subject of debate among professional educators. Numerous colleges of educa
tion, during an era of sharp decline in teacher applicants (1971-1980), argued that academic 
ability was not related to effective teaching, although this argument has not been substanti
ated through research. 

This argument aside, the facts related to teacher education and academic talent include 
the following: 

(I) Education majors as a group are less academically able than the majority of other 
college majors (Weaver, 1979). 

(2) Graduates majoring in education are not as academically proficient as most other 
categories of college graduates (Koerner, 1963). 

(3) There is now some evidence to suggest that some education graduates do not per
form as well on tests of academic achievement as do students who seek careers in 
other professions (Lyons, 1979). 

(4) Schenby and Vane (1981) conducted a study in which they found that, as a group, 
teacher-education students scored lower on tests of academic achievement than did 
teachers in the recent past. Moreover, their findings indicate that those most likely 
to leave teaching in the greatest numbers are those who are most academically able. 
Of even more concern is their finding that those who remain in teaching for the 
longest periods of time come from the ranks of the least academically able. 

Although these studies are limited, one may assume that similar patterns hold for Texas. 
There have been and continue to be patterns of academic decline. Unfortunately, this de
cline is most evident among white females, a group that has been the backbone of the 
teaching profession for decades. One can also assume that almost half of the individuals 
who entered teaching in 1980 will no longer be teaching in 1990. Sadly, there is a strong 
negative correlation between retention in teaching and academic ability. Those who score 
highest on tests of academic ability are most likely to leave for more lucrative jobs. 

The Importance of Pay 
Teachers, as well as other professionals, view pay as a means for the satisfaction of a 

number of human needs. In addition, pay is also a strong factor in helping teachers meet 
certain psychological needs such as esteem and recognition. Studies conducted in the busi
ness world indicate that highly paid people are more satisfied and exhibit less anxiety than 
do their lower paid peers. Higher pay leads to security and is instrumental in meeting 
autonomy and independence needs. 

It is also possible that other rewards may substitute for higher pay. Once salary is above 
a certain level, rewards that enhance self-esteem or provide recognition may be as effective 
as monetary increases. For example, a classroom teacher may elect to leave the classroom 
to seek an administrative post not only for higher pay, but for other rewards-a larger 
office, a new title, or, more importantly, the opportunity to influence the direction of 
education. 

In discussions of the teaching profession, one frequently hears the comment that love of 
children and learning, and dedication to an ideal are more important than money for teach-
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ers. Those who leave the profession, however, generally include pay as at least one of the 
factors that influenced their decision to quit teaching (Ornstein, 1980). 

Those who are charged with the responsibility for detennining the importance of pay to 
teachers should consider the following: 

(I) Do not assume that pay is necessarily the most important factor in job satisfaction 
for all teachers. 

(2) Be aware that pay, security, appreciation and opportunity are important factors to 
teachers. In fact, the lack of opportunity for advancement as a classroom teacher is 
possibly a key factor in low teacher morale. 

(3) Do look beyond economic complaints and demands and see if there are non-economic 
causes for low teacher morale (e.g., working conditions, status, discipline prob
lems, non-professional tasks). 

(4) Do tie pay to perfonnance and make it a fonn of recognition if pay is to be impor
tant enough to motivate good teaching perfonnance (Lawler 1971, pp. 76-139). 

Determinants of Pay Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction 
In 1971, Lawler indicated that between two thousand and four thousand studies that are 

concerned with pay satisfaction and job satisfaction had been published during the previous 
31 years. From these studies, he makes the following observations: 

I. Conditions Leading to Pay Dissatisfaction 
(A) People who perceive their job to be demanding without adequate compensation will 

be more dissatisfied than those who perceive their jobs as undemanding. 
(B) People who perceive that they receive few attractive non-monetary outcomes from 

their jobs will be more dissatisfied than those who feel they receive many. 
(C) People who are paid a low wage will become more dissatisfied than those who 

receive a high wage. (Teachers are generally more dissatisfied with their salaries 
than are administrators). 

(D) The more salary a person perceives his peers as receiving, the more dissatisfied he 
will be with his own present pay. This is particularly true when others are seen to 
hold a job that demands the same or similar work (Lawler 1971, p. 221). 

Consequences of pay dissatisfaction include absenteeism, poor perfonnance, low job 
satisfaction, union membership, filing grievances, and striking. 

II. Conditions Leading to Pay Satisfaction 
Obviously, school officials, like managers in business, are concerned with the level of 
job satisfaction among their employees. Designing a pay program that will lead to a 
high level of job satisfaction for all employees is a difficult and potentially costly under
taking. A number of conditions may lead to job satisfaction: 

(A) Results of research on pay satisfaction clearly show that raising a person's pay 
should increase his job satisfaction because it increases his perception of the value 
of his perfonnance. An obvious problem with this approach is that such a process 
can be very costly. A second possible problem is that it could lead to decreased 
motivation in that when some people are given enough money, they cease to be 
motivated. Pay satisfaction of employees should be continuously monitored in order 
to allow supervisors to detennine the impact of the funds used for pay raises. 

(B) There is evidence to support the contention that raising salaries is not the only way 
to raise employees' satisfaction with their salaries. For example, a common practice 
today is the awarding of fringe benefits as well as cash. 

(C) While most supervisors would probably argue that pay secrecy minimizes pay 
dissatisfaction, it seems possible that, other factors being equal, employers could 
raise the pay satisfaction level of workers by making pay rates public. A study 
done by Beer and Gary in 1968 shows that employees who had accurate infor
mation about pay rates were more favorable to the concept of merit pay. 

(D) Clearly, pay serves to motivate people when it is closely tied to perfonnance. 
People are more satisfied with their pay when they feel it is based upon perfonnance. 

(E) If pay satisfaction is to be high, pay rates must vary according to job demands in 
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such a way that each perceived increment in a job demand factor will lead to 
increased pay. There is a need for a comprehensive and continuous system of job 
evaluation. 

(F) Since an individual's pay satisfaction is influenced by what peers earn, salary sur
veys should be regularly conducted to determine what wage rate is required in a 
certain job if a high level of pay satisfaction is to be determined (Lawler, pp. 
247-260). 

Approaches to Merit Pay 
A number of different incentive plans have been attempted with varying degrees of suc

cess. Table I outlines salary reward and bonus approaches under three types of plans with 
three measures of performance. The ratings range from + 3 to -3, with + 3 indicating that the 
plan has worked very well in terms of the criteria, while a -3 indicates that the plan has not 
worked well. 

Data presented on this table show that individual plans are rated highest, while group 
plans are rated second, and organization plans are rated lowest. This reflects the fact that in 
group and organization plans the individual's pay is not a direct function of personal effort. 

Bonus plans are generally rated higher than other pay-raise and salary-increase plans in 
that they reflect recent performance. Objective measures of performance rate higher than 
subjective ones (i.e., sales volume rates higher than a supervisor's evaluation). 

No plan devised to date provides a panacea for motivational problems. One possible 
approach would be to divide a person's pay into three components. One part would evaluate 
the job held by the employee, and everyone who holds a similar position would get the 
same amount. A second part of the pay package would be determined by seniority and 
cost-of-Iiving factors; everyone would get this part and the amount would be automatically 
adjusted each year. The third part of the plan would not be automatic; it would be individu
alized so that the amount paid would be based upon each person's performance during the 
immediately preceding period. It could vary from year to year depending upon an individu
al's performance. Good performers, for example, could find that this part of their pay is at 
least as great as the other two parts combined. Part three pay would be highly variable in 
that if a person's performance deteriorated, his or her pay would be decreased. 

Merit Pay for Teachers-The Concerns 
A major purpose of all merit pay plans is to increase the productivity of workers. When 

this concept is applied to the teaching profession, the specific goal is to reward teachers 
whose students demonstrate subject-matter mastery. 

While it would be difficult to oppose increased productivity as a goal. the issue is far 
more complex than the general public believes. "How can we improve instruction in the 
classroom?" The answer to this question would probably generate multiple courses of ac
tion in addition to the merit pay concept. The door must be left open. however, to various 
possible solutions to the question of improving student achievement. 

Some basic questions related to improving instruction may include the following: 
(1) Since 94 to 96 percent of all children of school age are in school today, is it realistic 

to expect achievement levels equal to those at the time when considerably fewer 
children were in school? 

(2) Is it reasonable to assume that the laws of supply and demand operate in attracting 
young people into teacher education? 

(3) What is the responsibility of the student in the teaching-learning process? Can we 
really hold teachers responsible for a student's learning? 

(4) What are the responsibilities of parents in the learning process of their children? 
(5) Is it possible to achieve a consensus on the goals of education? Are we going to have 

to learn to live with multiple educational goals? 
(6) Is it reasonable to assume that local communities will fund schools at a level com

mensurate with parental expectations? 
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TABLE I 
RATINGS OF PAY INCENTIVE PLANS 

Minimize Tie Other 
Negative Rewards To 

Type of Plan Performance Measure Performance Side Effects Performance i 

I 

Individual Plan Productivity +2 0 0 
Cost Effectiveness +1 0 0 
Superior's Policy +1 0 +1 

Group Plan Productivity +1 0 +1 
Salary Reward Cost Effectiveness +1 0 +1 

I 

Superior's Policy +1 0 +1 
I 
I 

Organization Wide Productivity +1 0 +1 I 

Cost Effectiveness +1 0 +1 I 

Profits 0 0 +1 I 

I 

I 

I 

Individual Plan Productivity +3 2 0 

I 

Cost Effectiveness +2 1 0 
Superior's Policy +2 1 +1 

Bonus Group Plan Productivity +2 0 +1 I 

I 
Cost Effectiveness +2 0 +1 
Superior's Policy +2 0 +1 

? Organization Productivity +2 0 +1 
u. Cost Effectiveness +2 0 +1 

Profit +1 0 + 1 I 

-- __ L __ -- ---- -- -- - ~ 
Lawler, 1971, p. 165 



In addition to general questions related to improved instruction, there are a number of 
questions related to the use of merit pay for public school teachers. They include the following: 

(I) If annual or step-pay raises are eliminated, can we expect legislators to support merit 
raises on a consistent basis? 

(2) Will a merit pay plan attract better-qualified people into teaching? Will such a plan 
enable schools to retain superior teachers? 

(3) Is there a need to increase the entry level salaries of teachers and to increase the 
salary stipends at each level? 

(4) Should a merit pay plan serve as a supplement to a basic salary schedule or should it 
be an alternative? 

(5) Can the concept of merit pay work in the 1980s and beyond when it has not had a 
solid history of success in districts where it has been attempted? 

(6) Can a plan be devised that will earn the support of teacher groups? 
(7) Will merit pay plans be counterproductive in that they may have disruptive effects 

on teacher morale and performance? 
(8) Can an objective evaluation system of teachers be developed? 
(9) Will the state and local districts be willing to assume the additional costs associated 

with merit pay plans? 
(10) Can fair evaluations be made among teachers of different grade levels, subject areas 

and ability levels of children? 
(II) Is money the sole motivation for improved teacher performance? 
(12) When inflation rates have exceeded six percent or more in recent years, will the 

actual merit increase be minimal? 
(13) Who will decide which individuals and how many should receive merit pay? 
(14) Will merit pay have any effect on the performance of tenured, incompetent teachers 

in that removal of tenured faculty is an involved, costly process? 
(15) Won't all parents and children want access to the distinguished teachers? How does 

one decide who will be enrolled in classes taught by distinguished teachers? Will the 
distinguished teacher be relocated to schools in the more affluent sections of a district? 

Merit Pay: A Proposal Whose Time Has Arrived 
In order to attract capable young people, it is essential that the starting salaries for a 

beginning teacher be reasonably competitive with the starting salaries earned by graduates 
in other career fields. Numerous college students who can and do want to teach never enter 
the field because the salaries at the bottom of the scale are too low to support a home, 
family and other living expenses. The entry level salary question must be addressed if merit 
plans are to work. If the beginning salary is too low, any subsequent merit system is 
probably doomed to failure. 

Teachers who enter the field must also feel that there is an opportunity for career ad
vancement. Able young teachers soon observe that both maximum effort and no effort at all 
seem to produce the same results-at least as far as pay is concerned. In most schools the 
only avenue open for the financially ambitious person is to seek certification as a principal 
or superintendent. While good administrative leadership is necessary for public schools, 
this process causes a "brain drain" from the classroom to the administrative office. Many 
skilled teachers also leave the classroom for better paying jobs in business and industry. 

In developing merit systems, a number of complex issues must be addressed and solved 
if there is to be any hope for success. An examination of some of these is in order. 

Issue: Will Teacher Groups Support Merit Pay? 
Comment: There is some evidence, in spite of strong union opposition, that teacher sup

port can be obtained for merit systems if the teachers are involved in the planning from the 
very beginning of the process. Tennessee Governor Lamar Alexander's "Master Teacher" 
plan met immediate opposition from teacher associations because he informed these groups 
about his proposal only a few hours before he made it public. This quick announcement 
was probably a tactical error because research studies in group dynamics provide clear 
indications that groups will work toward goals that group members have helped to develop. 
No plan should be developed hastily in an atmosphere of legislative deadlines and angry 
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accusations. If properly developed merit pay plans can be devised, they often will earn 
teacher support. 

Issue: Will Merit Pay Programs be Counterproductive by Creating Morale Problems? 
Comment: This common criticism presupposes that presently there are no morale prob

lems present in public schools. Teachers have never been nor ever will be "one happy 
family." 

The issue of whether pay differential causes increased problems must also be examined 
in relationship to other professions that have a wide-ranging salary scale. Hiring and pay 
practices differ from research laboratory to research laboratory, but work teams of profes
sional engineers and scientists do not receive the same salary. A plan, properly devised and 
administered, should cause no more disruption and morale problems than presently exist in 
schools. 

Issue: Will People be Motivated by Money? 
Comment: Money certainly must be considered as one of several motivators. The idea is 

absurd that all teachers seek classroom careers simply for the satisfaction of helping other 
people's children. While any dollar figure may not satisfy for long, it does motivate. As 
previously noted in this report, to be successful the incentive value of the merit award must 
be a significant fraction of the total salary. 

In addition, if the connection between the incentive and specific performance measured 
annually on a unidimensional scale fails to indicate what is rewarded, the system will break 
down. The challenge is to provide a compensation scheme that makes money a respectable 
incentive and integrates it into a total motivational program. 

Issue: Can Objective Work Peiformance Standards be Developed to Evaluate Teaching? 
Comment: The fact that objective performance standards do not now exist is hardly an 

excuse for abandoning the effort. Any group that desires to be labeled professional must do 
more to develop objective systems. The recent interest in merit pay has prompted the de
velopment of innovative, if less than perfect, merit systems in the Round School System in 
California (Burbe, 1982), the Catalina Foothills District in Tucson, Ariz., the Lebannon 
School System in Connecticut (Kenny, 1978) and the Charlotte School System in North 
Carolina. In Texas, the "Second Mile Plan" in Houston, and related efforts in the Alice, 
Bryant and Garland Independent School Districts provide evidence that effective evaluation 
programs can be initiated (Texas Association of School Boards, 1983). 

Newton (1980) and Schray (1983) among others, have developed extensive evaluation 
plans that focus on outcomes. The Plano, Texas, Superintendent of Schools, Wayne Hendrick 
(1983), has researched the topic and has provided a series of guidelines for merit pay 
programs to succeed: 

(1) Carefully define the primary objectives of the plan, such as: 
• To improve instruction by searching out and rewarding excellence in teaching. 
• To increase the ability to retain the excellent teacher. 
• To aid in the recruiting of highly capable teachers. 

(2) Input for developing the plan must come from teachers, principals, central admin
istrators, school board and taxpayers. (No plan can be transported from another 
school district.) 

(3) Eligibility for the plan must be based on recognized, predetermined standards, not 
on quotas or restricted percentages. These criteria must be clearly communicated 
to the staff. 

(4) Have a plan for continuous evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses; then make 
needed changes. 

(5) The plan must be properly funded each year (not to be discontinue, with budget 
cuts.) 

(6) The board adopts the policy plan. The administration must be authorized to oper
ate the plan. The board must not become involved in determining who receives 
merit. 
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(7) The selection team for each campus must be chaired by the principal and com
posfd of representatives from the central staff who are respected by the teacher 
and who have worked with the teacher to the extent that the teacher accepts the 
fact that these people know what is happening in his or her classroom. 

(8) The teacher must be kept informed of detected and needed improvement all during 
the year-with help provided for improvement-no surprises. 

(9) Merit reward is made for one year at a time. 
(10) Avenues for teacher appeal on rating must be provided. 
(11) The basic salary schedule for the district should be competitive with neighboring 

districts. 
(12) Merit increments must be large enough to provide a real incentive for outstanding 

service. 
(13) The school administration at all levels must provide enthusiastic support and strong 

leadership for the plan. 

Issue: Can Principals Make Objective. Valid. Distinctions in Performance? 
Comment: Principals alone may not be able to make objective distinctions in perform

ance. but almost no plan presently devised suggests that principals become the sole evaluators. 
Moreover. the question of principal competency may be related to the fact that poor evalua
tion systems have been designed and that researchers have not been provided with the 
essential tools to make valid evaluations. Principals, given the proper evaluation tools and 
the proper training, are as capable of making performance distinctions as are managers and 
supervisors in business and industry. Evaluation instruments can be developed and princi
pals and supervisors can be trained to make professional judgments about teacher performance. 

Even with proper training and appropriate forms, many teachers fear bias and favoritism. 
While this possibility should not be ignored, most employees in the world do operate under 
some form of a hierarchical management system. In the military, the church, and in busi
ness and industry, the concept has produced favorable results for years. Moreover, it is the 
responsibility of the supervisors to make such judgments. 

Issue: Do High Inflation Rates Minimize the Impact of Merit Increases? 
Comment: This is an important point if one concentrates on the percentage amount rather 

than the dollar increase. Any annual increase should include a salary range change plus a 
merit increase. 

Issue: Are Average Merit Increases Based on a Bell-Shaped Performance Population an 
Improvement Over Lock-Step Raises? 

Comment: Most teachers probably will not admit to being below average. However, this 
concern returns to performance standards. When perception of performance is tied to per
sonality traits, the results predictably will be poor. The obvious need is to develop good 
objective standards, and to relate monetary awards to these standards. 

Issue: Is Merit Pay for Teachers Costly and Difficult to Administer? 
Comment: Fully operational merit plans could add 10 percent or more to most school 

budgets. However, lock-step increases are also costly and provide few of the incentives of 
merit systems. Effective systems must be kept as simple as possible to be effective. 

Issue: Will Parents Demand That Their Children be Taught by Distinguished (Meritorious) 
Teachers? 

Comment: Plans will need to be developed that will expose each child to the same num
ber of outstanding teachers during his or her school career. For example, a child who has an 
outstanding teacher in grade three may be ineligible for one in grade four. It may also be 
possible to have distinguished instructors become leaders of multi-teacher classrooms (Schrag, 
1983, Breslin, 1980). 
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Conclusion 
The issue of merit pay for classroom teachers has become a major national issue among 

teacher groups, administrators and legislators. The issue also has captured the attention of 
President Reagan, who has endorsed a merit pay approach for teachers. 

Endorsements by political figures and administrators, however, have not been echoed by 
teacher groups who feel that any attempt to use merit pay to solve problems in the public 
schools is too simplistic. Teacher associations, through their leaders, feel that merit pay is 
not the answer to improved achievement; moreover, the concept of merit pay has been 
fraught with problems and has had a history of only modest success in public school education. 

While one must concede that merit pay is not a panacea for complex educational prob
lems, the use of pay to motivate performance has long been used as a reward for excellence 
in business and industry. Psychological studies dating back to 1949 suggest that pay ac
commodates esteem, security and psychological needs in many individuals. This does not 
discount the fact that rewards other than pay may indeed serve as motivation for others. 

While pay may not be the sole motivator of all teachers, the common assumption that 
pay ranks relatively low on any list of motivators has not been supported by research 
evidence. Effective merit pay systems that have been tied to performance and recognition 
can motivate workers and provide pay satisfaction. 

If pay satisfaction can be assumed to be a condition of increased motivation and perform
ance, then those who develop such plans must be aware of conditions that lead to pay 
satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Research evidence indicates that those who are dissatisfied 
with their pay feel that they have low input into the pay process, have demanding jobs, few 
monetary outcomes from performance, a low wage history and a discrepancy between their 
salary and that of their peers. Pay satisfaction is correlated with increased wages, the per
ception of the amount of pay increase, employers' openness about raises, salaries that are 
tied to performance, and a continuous monitoring of the overall pay process. 

Effective merit systems must incorporate these elements of pay satisfaction. Moreover, 
the most effective systems are individual rather than group or organizational plans, use a 
bonus concept rather than a salary increase, and include objective standards of behavior for 
evaluation purposes. 

Most of the concepts related to merit pay proposals have come from business and indus
try, and there traditionally has been opposition to the concept of merit pay among teacher 
groups. Teacher concerns include problems associated with evaluation, morale, fairness, 
supervisor bias and competence, legislative (funding) support, past failures, cost of admin
istration, time required to implement plans, disruption of cooperation among faculty mem
bers and the lack of objective criteria to determine effective teaching. 

While one must recognize these concerns, they must be viewed as problems to be solved 
rather than as insurmountable barriers. The fact remains that problems abound in our schools. 
Faced with the grim facts associated with our natural productivity and world leadership, we 
can no longer afford to neglect our schools. We have fallen behind other nations and we 
need innovative approaches to confront the problem. While merit pay is not a panacea, it is 
one approach---one hope-for improvement in public education. Merit pay is an idea whose 
time has come. It is incumbent upon the leadership of this nation at all levels-local, state, 
and national-to find workable and prompt solutions to our school problems. 

The first attack on these problems must be to raise the salary levels for beginning teach
ers to a level that will make teaching financially attractive to high school and college 
students who are deciding on careers. Beyond that, we must provide incentives to academi
cally talented people that will allow them to remain in the public school classrooms. 

One approach to selection and retention is a carefully planned and administered merit 
system. Plans can be developed that will earn the support of teacher groups; money is, in 
fact, a powerful motivator; evaluation schemes tied to performance are not impossible to 
create; administrators and other supervisors can be trained to make objective evaluations. In 
addition, merit pay need not be disruptive or counterproductive for school faculties. All of 
this can be accomplished through the use of guidelines and concepts that have been tried 
and proven in other professions. The low levels of teacher salaries in the nation and the 
evidence that those with the most academic talent are leaving the profession df:mand imme
diate and positive action. 
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